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Title: Salem ASME Section XI In-service Inspection (ISI) Implementation
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On 5 April 2010, during the Salem Unit 1 Refueling Outage (1R20), a portion of the Auxiliary Feedwater System
(AFW) buried piping was excavated and inspected in accordance with the Buried Pipe Program. The inspection
revealed general corrosion on several sections of the piping supplying AFW to 12 and 14 Steam Generators.

A review of AFW piping inspection history to support past operability was initiated. Through this investigation it
was determined that periodic pressure testing required under ASME Section XI IWA-5244, Buried Components,
had not been performed during the first, second, or third ten-year inspection intervals. Additionally, no approved
alternative testing method had been requested in accordance with 10CFR50.55a.

As a result, it was determined that a root cause evaluation (RCE) would be conducted to determine why the
ASME Section X1 periodic pressure testing for buried piping was not conducted on the AFW system, why no
relief request was submitted for an alternative, and why this portion of pipe was not identified as buried during
previous Visual Test (VT-2) for leakage examinations.

After an investigation of documents spanning more than 30 years plant history and personnel interviews, the RCE
team determined that the root cause for this event is Shortcomings in technical human performance

practices resulted in incomplete initial and subsequent ISI program plans; this coupled with a lack of
questioning attitude by ISI inspectors resulted in the failure to perform the required ASME Section
XI testing.
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3 Corrective actions include requiring a formal pressure test plan including hand over hand walk downs, boundary
validation, and fonnal acceptance criteria for buried piping tests during each 10 year interval update and
completing the current 10 year update to these requirements.

An extent of condition review was performed. Both Unit 1 and Unit 2 AFW buried piping had not been tested in
accordance with ASME Section XI requirements. During 1R20, Unit 1 AFW buried piping was replaced and
pressure tested in accordance with ASME Section XI requirements. A risk assessment for Salem Unit 2 missed
pressure test was conducted. The results of that assessment concluded that deferral of the pressure test for a period of
up to the end of the current operating cycle is acceptable and results in a negligible increase in risk. During 2R18,
Unit 2 AFW buried piping will be pressure tested. Additionally, pressure test boundary drawings were reviewed to
identify other potential buried piping that would fall under the same pressure test. Other piping identified includes
Service Water (SW) headers on both units. Review and evaluation of the buried portion of the Service Water system determined
that due to the excessive leakage of the SW21 valves validated by In-Service Test (IST) data the system is determined to be non-
isolable, Therefore, the requirements of IWA-5244(b)(2) are applicable "The system pressure test for non-isolable buried
components shall consist of a test to confirm that flow during operation is not impaired." IST data has shown that the structural
integrity of the SW system is satisfactory. The extent of condition review determined that no other piping systems were
identified as buried at Salem units I and 2 where the condition identified would apply.

A review of the applicable Operating Experience did not identify plants that had similar experiences such that the
corrective actions would have prevented this event, Through a review of NRC integrated inspection reports the

team identified that other plants received non-cited violations for issues similar to those identified in this report.
The NRC has identified a preliminary green non cited violation for this event. Though past Owner AcceptanceI Reports (OAR) had'incorrectly stated that the AFW system had been tested in accordance with ASME Section
XI testing requirements, this event has been determined to be non reportable.

2.0 EVENT DESCRIPTION:

On 5 April 2010, during the Salem Unit I Refueling Outage (1R20), a portion of the Auxiliary Feedwater System
(AFW) buried piping was excavated and inspected in accordance with the Buried Pipe Program. The inspection
revealed general corrosion on several sections of the piping supplying AFW to 12 and 14 Steam Generators.
SSalem Unit I AFW buried piping was replaced and pressure tested during the outage.

A review of AFW piping inspection history to support past operability was initiated. Through this investigation it
was determined that periodic pressure testing required under ASME Section XI IWA-5244, Buried Components,
had not been performed during the first, second, or third ten-year inspection intervals. Additionally, no approved
alternative testing method had been requested in accordance with 10CFR50.55a.

Detailed Time Line (see Attachment #1)

3.0 ANALYSIS:

LS-AA-125-1001, Revision 7, Root Cause Analysis Manual, was reviewed to determine which methods were most
appropriate for the analysis of this event and details to conduct were outlined in LS-AA-1 25-1001. Events and Causal
Factors Charting, TapRooT®, Barrier Analysis and Task Analysis 'were chosen as the best tools for this event.

Basis for Using the Event and Causal Factors Chart (E&CF) Technique (See Attachment #2 for the completed E&CF)
This technique was used to provide a timeline from the beginning of the first interval long term plan until discovery of the
missed inspection of the AFW buried piping. Results of utilizing this method provided for a detailed review of the event and the
identification of causal factors.

Basis for Using the TapRoot® Technique
This technique was used to provide an interviewing and investigation strategy used in the development of the root and
contributing causes. Results of utilizing this method provided the cause codes for trending purposes.
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Basis for Using the Barrier Analysis Technique (See Attachment #3 for the completed Barrier Analysis)
This technique was used to identify failed or ineffective barriers., how the barrier failed, why the barrier failed and the corrective
actions to strengthen the barrier. This process provided the appropriate structure tbr analyzing and determining corrective
actions.

Basis for Using the Task Analysis Technique (See Attachment #4 for the completed Task Analysis)
This technique was used to identify the tasks involved in implementing the ISI program system pressure tests. This process
helped identify causal factors and areas for improvement.

Additionally, the MRC approved RCE charter (Attachment #7) identified other aspects that required investigation.

The team investigated each item in the charter. Attachment #8 contains a summary response to the findings of each

of the charter items.

4.0 EVALUATION:
Cause (describe the cause and

Problem Statement identify whether it is a root Basis for Cause Determination
cause or contributing cause)

Periodic pressure tests
have never been
performed on the buried
portions of AFW system
piping at Salem as
required by ASME
Section XI code.

Shortcomings in technical
human performance
practices resulted in
incomplete initial and
subsequent ISI program
plans; this coupled with a
lack of questioning
attitude by ISI inspectors
resulted in the failure to
perform the required
ASME Section XI testing.

ROOT CAUSE

Management System (3M)
SPAC NI (4SL)
Technical Error (5TE)

Management System (3M)
SPAC Not Used (4SN)
Accountability NI (5AL)

Work Direction (3D)
Selection of Worker (4SW)
Team Selection (5TS)

Work Direction (3D)
Supervision During Work
(4SD)

Program development and updates (5TS, 5AL, 5TE):
PSEG has historically relied heavily on the use of vendors
to implement the ISI Programs at both Hope Creek and
Salem. The first ten-year ISI interval Long Term Plans at
Salem were developed and implemented by South West
Research Institute (SWRI). This vendor was contracted to
perform the end of interval close out reviews during the
close out of the first interval long term plan which ensures
all code requirements are being met. The vendor was an
expert in Class I and 2 pipe, but not on pressure tests for
Class 3 piping.

The Manager in charge of the ISI group during the first and
second intervals had assigned two separate IS[ engineers to
develop the second ten-year long term plans for both Salem
units. The assigned ISI engineers were not experienced in
developing ISI long term plans and relied heavily on vendor
support throughout the update process to ensure code
requirements were being met. During the second ten-year
interval close out and development of the third interval,
vendors were used for the interval close outs as well and the
development of the third ten-year intervals. Each program
update was an opportunity to identify the missed pressure
test since each update requires the reviewer to create a plan
for testing such as system pressure tests for the entire
interval to ensure program requirements are met.

There was not an appropriate level of verification and
validation being conducted of the vendors work.

Under our current procedures, HU-AA- 1212 is being
utilized to determine proper level of oversight and review
of the current updates/revisions. No other corrective
actions will be assigned.

Pressure test walk downs (5TS, 5AL, 5TE):
The site pressure test procedure provides clear direction on
the requirements for testing buried components although
during first, second, and third ISI Intervals the pressure test
visual inspection for leakage did not identify that portion of
the AFW piping as buried. Procedures used to complete
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VT-2 examinations during system pressure tests of AFW
piping were not tbllowed with sufficient technical rigor,
questioning attitude, or attention to detail. In preparation for
system pressure tests work packages for the test were not
reviewed in sufficient detail and without sufficient technical
rigor as required by the applicable procedure (see
Attachment #4 - Task Analysis). A thorough review of the
system pressure test drawing for AFW Piping would have
identified a portion of the piping as yard pipe. Walk downs
in the field after review of the work package with sufficient
technical rigor and attention to detail would have identified
that the section of the AFW piping denoted as "yard" in the
P&ID as buried. The procedure used for VT-2 examination
clearly states different requirements for buried components
for system pressure tests. Technical rigor was insufficient
during system pressure test walk downs since it is clearly
stated that a review of work packages is required and the
system pressure test is different for buried piping than non-
buried piping.

AFW pipe was noted as buried in I"S interval relief
request (5TE): It was identified in the relief request
submitted to the NRC in 1988 for Unit Iby the Hydrostatic
Test group (separate from the ISI group) to perform the
hydrostatic test using an alternative method and during the
.hydrostatic test performed in 1987 that a portion of the
AFW piping was identified as buried. The AFW piping for
Unit 2 was also identified as buried in the test report
documented in 1992 for the hydrostatic test. The periodic
pressure tests were not performed properly for the buried
section of AFW piping prior to the two tests noted above.
Prior to the hydrostatic tests conducted for the AFW buried
piping it was not identified that a pressure drop test was
required every period by ASME Section XI.

This is a legacy issue and no corrective actions will be
assigned to address.

.1~ +

Periodic pressure tests have
never been performed on the
buried portions of AFW
system piping at Salem as
required by ASME Section
XI code.

Ineffective Assessments

Contributing Cause #1

Management System (3M)
Oversight / Employee Relations
(40E)
Audits and Evaluations Lack
Depth (5LD)

Basis CC#1
FASA of pressure test (vertical slice) (5LD): From July
21 through August 8, 2003, Innovative Technology
Solutions Corporation (ITS Corporation) conducted an
independent assessment of PSEG Nuclear's Salem and
Hope Creek ASME Section X1 System Pressure Testing
(SPT) Program. As part of the assessment, a detailed
vertical slice analysis of Salem Unit 2 AFW system was
conducted. The vertical slice entailed reviewing the ISI
Classifications, Test Boundary Drawings, Schedules, and
Test Packages for each classed component within these
systems. Both test preparation and test closeout practices
were evaluated in detail. Documentation was reviewed and
interviews conducted. The results of the review were
benchmarked against the assessment lead's knowledge of
similar industry programs and utilities as well as current
activities and initiatives within the governing regulations,
codes, and standards. Observations and recommendations
based on this entire review process were included in the
report.

________________________ I ____________________________ L
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A detailed review of this report was made. Nowhere in the
report is there any mention that a portion of the AFW
piping atSalem Unit 2 was buried. There was additional
supporting information on marked up drawings that could
not be located; however, if it had been discovered that there
were portions of the AFW that were buried it would have
been highlighted in the report not just on the drawings.

There was no external peer for this FASA. Current
processes govern external peer requirements. This is a
legacy issue and no corrective action will be assigned.

Ineffective Corrective Action Basis CC #2
Implementation Review of various PSEG Salem and Hope Creek

assessment and audit reports consisted of In-service
Contributing Cause #2 Inspection, Engineering Reorganization, Nuclear Business

Unit, Outage Performance Assessments and Outage
Management System (3M) Preparation Assessments. A review of the assessments
Corrective Actions (4CA) revealed a trend related to the long term plant update such
Corrective Action Needs as lack of updating, revising, and referencing correct ASME
Improvement (5CL) codes, code cases, and commitments. A review conducted

in 1996 of assessments and audits for corrective actions,
corrective action closed out, and corrective actions being
implemented effectively to prevent reoccurrence indicated
that the corrective action program usage was poorly
implemented and determined the ISI Group's reluctance to
self initiate Action Requests for issues related to
programmatic deficiencies, many assessment
recommendations were discounted with out evaluation. The
Pressure Testing Program was addressed in several of the
assessments. As an example one third party assessment
where there were 32 recommendations and no
documentation of actions taken. (See Attachment # 5 -
Missed Opportunities). AR 00960321219 could not be
located in the data base. The Root Cause team, QV, and
records management performed searches. Therefore, a
review of those referenced recommendation could not be
conducted for current applicability.

This is a legacy issue. No corrective actions will be
assigned.

Periodic pressure tests have High turnover in ISI Program Basis CC #3
never been performed on ownership adversely impacted Significant turnover and lapses in program ownership
buried AFW piping at ability for ISI program resulted in missed opportunities to catch the missed system
Salem as required by ASME intrusiveness pressure test of the buried section of piping. (See
Section XI code Attachment tt5, Missed Opportunities)

Contributing Cause #3
ISI Program continuity has been difficult to maintain

Management System (3M) throughout the operation of the units. The ISI Program has
SPAC Not Used (4SN) seen many organizational changes. The ISI group started
Accountability NI (5AL) with the Salem Maintenance Department and then to

Nuclear Site Maintenance, Site Services, Specialty
Engineering, and finally Engineering Programs. Up until
1997, the core group was relatively stable with the Program

Manager and field supervision, but there were numerous
contractors and other people working on the ISI program
plans.

Prior to 2006 there was no dedicated ISI program manager
for Salem. The responsible person had competing priorities
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resulting in reviews not being performed in any meaningful
depth.

From 1997 to 2005 the organization changed to having one
IS[ Program Manager for all three units. Again, keeping
track of all the work involved in implementing these plans
the Program Managers had to rely on contract support along
with inexperienced ISI personnel

In 2006 after the NOSA, there was another change where
one ISI Manager was assigned to Salem and another for
Hope Creek. After 2006, the ISI Program manager was
vacant for a period of time, and then changed hands two
other times prior to the current ISI program manager
assuming the position in 2008. The turnover process gives
the Program Managers a checklist; however, does not give
them the in-depth knowledge of everything in the program
including the systems and thus not the ability to be intrusive
right away.

4 .4
Periodic pressure tests have
never been performed on
buried AFW piping at
Salem as required by ASME
Section X1 code

Pressure test requirements were
not fully understood by
responsible program
implementers; however
procedures did exist to identify
special testing requirements on
buried piping. The procedures
did not identify which sections
of system piping are buried.

Contributing Cause #4

Management System (3M)
SPAC NI (4SL)
Confusing or incomplete (5CL)

Procedures (3P)
Followed Incorrectly (4F)
Details NI (5DE)

Basis CC #4
The ASME Section XI Code requirements for testing
class 3 AFW buried piping during the Salem's first ten-
year inspection interval utilized 1974 Edition 1975
Summer Addenda Code. Periodic pressure testing of the
buried portion of AFW piping was not performed when
pressure testing and leakage walk down was done on the
above ground AF7W piping. The requirement for periodic
system pressure tests on buried piping required the
system to be isolated and pressurized and the pressure in
the test boundary was monitored for change (pressure
drop test). There were significant differences between the
pressure test. requirements between Class 1;2 and 3
components in this code edition. The code requirements
for class I and 2 pressure testing changed significantly in
later edition but had minimal changes for class 3. The
class 3 requirements for the once per interval hydrostatic
test were identified during the first interval and performed
as required. The periodic pressure testing for all the above
ground AFW piping was performed as required during all
past intervals. Personnel interviews indicated that
examiners were not aware the piping was buried and that
they were unaware of the different requirement
regardless.

5.0 EXTENT OF CONDITION/CAUSE:

Cause being addressed Extent of Condition Review

Shortcomings in technical
human performance practices
resulted in incomplete initial
and subsequent ISI program
plans; this coupled with a lack
of questioning attitude by ISI
inspectors resulted in the
failure to perform the required
ASME Section XI testing.

An extent of condition review was performed on all Salem Unit I
and Unit 2 pressure testing boundary drawings to identify potential
buried piping. Unit I AFW buried piping had not been tested
similarly to Unit 2. All Unit I buried piping was replaced due to its
degraded condition during buried piping inspections in the Spring
2010,

Other buried piping identified includes Service Water headers on
both units. Review and evaluation of the buried portion of the
Service Water system determined that due to the excessive
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Cause being addressed Extent of Condition Review

leakage of the SW21 valves validated by In-Service Test (IST)
data the system is determined to be non-isolable. Therefore, the
requirements of IWA-5244(b)(2) are applicable "The system
pressure test for non-isolable buried components shall consist of a
test to confirm that flow during operation is not impaired." IST
data has shown that the structural integrity of the SW system is
satisfactory. An evaluation to document our testing methodology
will be conducted (ACIT #7)

An extent of condition for all ISI and NUREG pressure test scoping
requirements needs to be completed and will be accomplished when
a formal pressure test plan including hand over hand walkdowns,
boundary validation, and formal acceptance criteria for buried piping
tests during each 10 year interval update. (Ref. CAPR #2)

Hope Creek does not have an AFW system. Pressure testing on
systems with buried piping includes service water and core spray,
reviewed these systems related ISI summary #s 401600, 402300,
402400, 402500 and 402600. The buried portions of piping on these
systems were identified and had been tested although the test
documentation is not clear on what type of test was performed on all
tests.

Identification of deficiencies in the ISI program plan have been
noted historically and during the development of the third
interval update due to the magnitude of the entire ISI program
plan.

Ineffective Assessments Historically assessments have been ineffective in identifying specific
issues with the ISI program plan. The ISI program plan includes
inspection of welds, snubbers, system pressure testing, IWE/TWL,
and repair/replacement. Each of these components has a specific test
method requiring review. Assessments often do not go into enough
detail to identify all program deficiencies. An in depth review of all
aspects of the ISI program would not be feasible in the amount of
time allotted for an assessment.

Ineffective Corrective Action This was deemed to be a legacy issue. Current processes and culture
Implementation dictate focus on Corrective Action implementation.

High turnover in ISI Program No other ISI program deficiencies have been identified in SAP as a

ownership adversely impacted result of high turnover; however deficiencies in other programs have

ability for ISI program been attributed to high turnover. Examples include AOVs, Check

intrusiveness Valves and IST programs

Pressure test requirements were The SW system pressure test procedure was also noted that it did not

not fully understood by identify a portion of the piping as buried. This also led to confusion

responsible program on what testing is required per ASME Section XI code. It has been

implementers; however determined by IST test data that an alternative test which verifies

procedures did exist to identify unimpaired flow could be credited for the SW pressure test during

special testing requirements on the current interval. This alternative test method was not documented

buried piping. The procedures as being performed nor was there a relief request submitted to the

did not identify which sections NRC for permission. The alternative test method which verifies flow

of system piping are buried, is not impaired can only be used if piping system is not isolable. This
term isolable is not clearly defined in the current interval code of
record. There is however code interpretations and a un-approved
code case that clarifies that butterfly valves (which are used in
Salems SW system) do not provide isolation and the system could be
considered non-isolable. No other portions of piping were identified
in the scope of ASME Section XI code.
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6.0 RISK ASSESSMENT

Plant-specific risk consequence Basis for Determination

RISK Low A risk assessment for Salem 2, addressing a missed surveillance of the AFW discharge
line underground piping pressure testing was conducted under RM Document No. SA-
SURV-20 10-001, Rev. 1. This assessment was conducted in accordance with
procedure ER-AA-600-1045, 'Risk Assessment of Missed or Deficient Surveillances.
This assessment evaluated two potential conditions, AFW discharge piping failure
resulting in loss of inventory, as well as the potential for obstruction of the AFW
supply piping. The results of that assessment concluded that deferral of the missed
surveillance for a period of up to the end of the current operating cycle is acceptable
and results in a negligible increase in risk.
During the entire period of time when the required pressure testing of the AFW buried
piping was not performed, there were no known failures identified. Therefore, there
were no challenges to the operability or availability of the AFW system as a result of
postulated degradation of these piping segments.
The AFW buried system potential degradation of piping is not included in the PRA
model at Salem and, except for several specific cases, piping failures are not modeled,
As a result, if the failure probability of the buried AFW piping segments was
postulated to be more likely as a result of improper performance of the system pressure
testing, there would be no impact to the PRA model.
It is therefore concluded that the risk resulting from improper performance of the
system pressure testing on the buried segments of the AFW piping is low.

7.0 PREVIOUS EVENTS

A review of industry operating experience was performed using keyword searches in the INPO OE database. The
following OE were identified for further review (See Attachment #6 for detailed OPEX review):

OE08665: 11-25-1997 Inadequate Implementation of ISI Program - Quad Cities
OE 12844: 10-17-2001 Underground Leak of Safety Related 14" ESW Line - Oyster Creek
OE14702: 10-02-2002 External Corrosion of Auxiliary Feedwater Carbon

Steel Piping - Turkey Point 3
OE18596: 05-22-2004 Auxiliary Feed Water Pump Recirculation Pipe Failure - Surry 2
OE22036: 02-06-2006 Self Assessment Identifies Possible Missed Surveillance due to Inspection of ESW, ECW, and

HPSW Piping Not Per ASME Section XI Code Inspection Requirements - Peach Bottom
OE24451: 10-17-2006 Piping Degradation Discovered Downstream of the Restricting Orifices for all Three AFW

Pumps - Millstone 3

OE31192: 05-20-2010 ASME Specified Containment Concrete Examination Missed - Results in SR 3.0.3 Entry -.

Diablo Canyon I

Analysis
The purpose of the review was to determine whether any industry OE existed that could have helped PSEG in early
identification and prevention of improperly performed pressure testing on the buried portion of AFW piping.

The review of these OE items revealed several instances of buried piping failures and degradation similar to that
recently experienced on Salem, Unit 1. Additionally, several instances of failure to satisfy ASME Section XI testing
or examination requirements were revealed. However, the review did not reveal any instances of failure to identify
buried portions of ASME class piping subject to the testing requirements of IWA-5244.

The Peach Bottom OE discussed a case where the testing performed on the buried portions of their ESW, ECW, and
HPSW discharge piping did not fully satisfy the ASME Code requirements. However, this issue revolved around an
unused maintenance valve on open ended discharge lines, and whether the existence of that valve made the discharge
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piping isolable. This case does not match the configuration of the Salem AFW discharge line. No other OE was
identified where the testing performed on the buried portions of AFW discharge piping did not fully satisfy the
ASME Code requirements.

During the recent (May, 2010) ASME Code Committee meetings, many of the IS1 program owners were asked
whether their PWR's had portions of the AFW discharge piping buried. Every plant representative questioned
advised that all of their AFW discharge piping was routed within the plant facilities. None of these plants had buried
portions for the subject piping.

Therefore, it was concluded that industry OE would not have helped Salem ISI personnel in early identification of
buried portions of the AFW system, or that the isolable buried portions of the Salem AFW discharge piping were not
properly tested in accordance with the requirements of IWA-5244.

Through a review of NRC integrated inspection reports the team identified that other plants received non-cited
violations for issues similar to those identified in this report. Corrective actions from those violations could have
mitigated this issue earlier than it had been identified.

8.0 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TO PREVENT RECURRENCE (CAPRs):

Root Cause Being Addressed Corrective Action to Prevent Recurrence (CAPR) Owner Due Date

Shortcomings in technical human Revise ER-AA-330-001, 'SECTION XI PRESSURE
performance practices resulted in TESTING', to require that formal pressure test plan for
incomplete initial and subsequent all applicable systems including hand over hand walk K. Colville
ISI program plans; this coupled downs, boundary validation, and formal acceptance M. Ambrosino 11/01/10
with a lack of questioning attitude criteria during each 10 year interval update.
by ISI inspectors resulted in the (CAPR #1)
failure to perform the required
ASME Section XI testing. For the current 10 year update, develop and

implement a formal pressure test plan which includes T. Giles 12/30/10
Root Cause hand over hand walk downs, boundary validation, and

formal acceptance criteria (Already in process)
(CAPR #2)

9.0 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

Cause Being Addressed Corrective Action (CA) or Action Item (ACIT) Owner Due Date

Shortcomings in technical human Implement performance management for individuals Price Complete
performance practices resulted in that failed to identify the buried portion of piping by
incomplete initial and subsequent exhibiting a questioning attitude during the conduct of
ISI program plans; this coupled the system pressure test.
with a lack of questioning attitude (ACIT #1)
by ISI inspectors resulted in the NDE Specialists will perform more frequent Sheets 8/26/10
failure to perform the required observations on routine exams and document these in
ASME Section XI testing. the FMS system. This will help to reduce errors and

improve inspection performance through objective and
Root Cause critical FMS entries.

Each NDE Specialist should perform at least I field
observation per week during non-outage time and one
per day during refueling outages. FMS entries will be
monitored and recorded in each NDE Services
Performance partnership starting with 2010 year 3 d

quarter update.
(ACIT #2)
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Discuss this root cause and understand the gaps that led
to the failure to identify this piping as buried with all
PSEG certified VT-2 examiners.

Oliveri 9/1/10

(ACIT H3)
Review and update SPT IDDEAL instruction with Mora 4/1/11
additional information such as;

" Location of pressure device
" Locations of key piping and components
* Special instruction as applicable

(CRCA #1)
After Hope Creek R16 and Salem 2R18 perform a Maloney 11/15/10
sample of data sheet quality to verify that all the
information is provided to allow for proper recreation
and understanding of the system pressure test
performed. This should be performed by Corporate
Engineering.
(CRCA #2)
Conduct a tabletop review of HU-AA-1212 "Technical Oliveri 5/1/11
Task Risk/Rigor Assessment, Pre-job Briet,
Independent Third Party Review, and Post-job Brief'
to ensure that Technical Human Performance
principles and practices are understood and
implemented by ISI inspectors
(CRCA #6)
Revise ER-AA-330-001, 'SECTION XI PRESSURE M. Ambrosino 11/1/10
TESTING' to identify the portion of AFW and SW as
buried.
(CRCA #3) _

Revise OU-AA-335-015, 'VT-2 VISUAL T'. Oliveri 11/1/10
EXAMINATIONi, to identify the portion of AFW and
SW as buried. i
(CRCA #4) _

Revise Pressure Testing program drawings SPT-336,
SPT-236, SPT-342-1, SPT-342-2, SPT-242-1 and
SPT-242-2 to indicate the portions of AFW and SW
piping as buried.
(CRCA N5)

T. Giles 10/12/10

Ineffective Assessments Perform a FASA to: T. Giles 12/30/10
Contributing Cause #1 Review Boundary Drawings for adequacy.

Evaluate if the IS1 10 year updates were
complete including Relief Requests

(ACIT #4)
Revise ISI Audit Template EIS-1, Inservice Inspection J. DeFebo 11/15/10
(ISI), Section E I S-I. 1(4) (i)
To read ........ system pressure tests, "including
buried Section XI piping,"

(ACIT #5)
Ineffective Corrective Action This is a legacy issue. No corrective actions are
Implementation required.

Contributing Cause #2
High turnover in ISI Program Identify back tip ISI program managers within each K. Colville 8/26/10
ownership adversely impacted ability station to help alleviate dependence on contractor M. Pfizenmaier
for ISI program intrusiveness support during program development in accordance

Contributing Cause #3 with the KT&R program.

(CRCA #6)
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Implement ER-AA-t 100 'IMPLEMENTING AND T. Giles 8/26/10

MANAGING ENGINEERING PROGRAMS' W. Brammeier
requirement for a program notebook specifically for
Pressure Testing, currently pressure testing is included
in the ISI program notebook.

_(CRCA #7)
Pressure test requirements were not Implemented OEM certification guide T. Giles Complete
fully understood by responsible NECENANPG03Q, 'Engineering Training
program implementers; however Certification Guide for Pressure Testing' for ISI
procedures did exist to identify program managers.
special testing requirements on
buried piping. The procedures did (CRCA #8)

not identify which sections of system Inmplement an interface agreement between outage E. Maloney 9/16/10

piping are buried, services and engineering. The purpose of the interface

Contributing Cause #4 agreement is to define the roles and responsibilities of
NDE examiners and ISI Program

(CRCA #9)

Develop program/procedure (interface procedure) E. Maloney 9/16/10

enhancement to provide additional direction to
examiners and provide rollout to the examiners

_(ACIT #6)

Bring Pressure test requirements to Engineering and T. Oliveri
Outage Services CRC to determine if training could be T. Giles
a solution

(ACIT #7)

10.0 EFFECTIVENESS REVIEWS (EFRs):

CAPR / CA being addressed Effectiveness Review Action Owner Due Date

Revise ER-AA-330-001, Verify by document reviews that formal M. Ambrosino 12/1/2010
'SECTION XI PRESSURE pressure test plans have been developed
TESTING', to require that formal which include the specific details outlined in
pressure test plan including hand the CAPR. In addition, validate that ER-AA-
over hand walkdowns, boundary 330-001, 'SECTION XI Pressure Testing'
validation, and formal acceptance and OU-AA-335-015, 'VT-2 Visual
criteria for buried piping tests Examination' have been revised to identify
during each 10 year interval AFW piping as buried. Results to measure
update. effectiveness will be measured by "0" ISI
(CAPR #1) pressure testing program deficiencies or

findings.
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11.0 Organizational and Programmatic Issues

Evaluation and Analysis
The purpose of this evaluation and analysisis to determine any Latent Organizational Weaknesses (LOWs) that
created precursors to the event, or degraded the defenses designed to prevent the event.

Programmatic and Organizational Issues Corrective Action Owner Due
(CA) or Action Item Date

(ACIT)

11.I Are there organizational or programmatic factors that CRCA #6
lead to negative conditions prior to the inappropriate CAPR #2
actions or problem occurrence (prevention)?

Yes - Prior to the implementation of the OEM, certification
guides were not required for the ISI Program manager.
Inexperienced PSEG personnel were at times assigned to
develop Long Term Plans for Salem. This resulted in an
over reliance on contractors during Long Term Plan
development. There was minimal vendor oversight and
program document reviews as a result of the use of
inexperienced personnel.
11.2 Are there organizational or programnmatic factors that CAPR #1
created negative conditions or actions in the course of the ACIT #1
inappropriate actions or problem occurrence (prevention ACIT #2
and detection)? ACIT #3

CRCA #1
Yes - Inattention to detail and lack of technical rigor CRCA #2

created negative conditions in the course of VT-2 system CRCA #3

pressure test examination walk downs Program ACIT#5

implementers did not review work packages with sufficient CRA#8

technical rigor and attention to detail. The walk downs in

the field after reviewing the work packages with attention
to detail should have identified an issue with the AFW
piping.

Lack of a thorough review created negative conditions
during the development of Long Term Plan interval
updates. Inexperienced PSEG personnel assisted and
reviewed the Long Term Plans developed by the contractor.
The PSEG personnel did not have the experience necessary
to be as intrusive in the development of the Long Term
Plan as necessary. Each program update was an opportunity
to identify the missed pressure test since each update
requires the reviewer to create a plan for testing such as
system pressure tests for the entire interval to ensure
program requirements are met.
11.3 Are there organizational or programmatic.factors that
created conditions or actions following the inappropriate
actions or problem occurrence (detection) that didn't allow
the organization to detect the problem?

No
11.4 Are there organizational or programmatic factors that CRCA #6
degraded the barriers which could have prevented or ACIT #2
minimized the problem occurrence?

Yes - Program turnover and periods with no program
manager. The ISI program has seen many organizational
changes. To keep track of all the work involved in
implementing the Long Term Plans during organizational
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changes, program managers had to rely on contract support
and inexperienced PSEG personnel. (See Attachment # 5 -
Missed Opportunities). More Management oversight could
have helped prevent or niinizmi .ze the problemn occurrence
11.5 Is the event the result of repeat minor failures?
No

11.6 Did the organization not adequately address precursors ACIT #5
to the event?

Yes - Numerous QA audits and assessments had multiple
recommendations that were not implemented. One of the
assessments noted a third party assessment where there
were 32 recommendations and there was no documentation
of action taken.
11.7 Were error precursors to the event adequately
evaluated for risk and were appropriate defenses in place
when the event occurred'?

No

12.0 SAFETY CULTURE ANALYSIS:

In accordance with step 3.1.4 and the note under step 3.4, of LS-AA-125-1001, Root Cause Manual, a safety culture
analysis is not required since this event is not a focal point or follow-up to a NRC 95002 or 95003 inspections.
Additionally, it is not required based on recently completed safety culture assessments (Nuclear Safety Culture
Principles FASA 70098602 completed on 1/08/10 and the Multiple Chiller Failures Root Cause Evaluation 70106293
completed on 4/05/10).

13.0 OTHER ISSUES:

Other Issues identified during Corrective Action (CA) or Action
investigation Item (ACIT)

No documentation has been initiated Perform an evaluation to document the T. Giles 10/15/10
to address system pressure testing of justification for the alternative test
buried service water piping. method for service water (SW) system

piping and determine if Relief Request is
warranted

(ACIT #8)

Ensure regulatory compliance Review and determine if a report is B. Thomas Complete
required since past Owner Activity
Reports had incorrectly stated that AFW
was tested IAW ASME X1 requirements,
(70109827 CLRC Op 180)

ISI Program Health report does not Review 1 Program Health Procedures E. Maloney! T. 12/14/10
reflect issues with implementation and Indicators (ER-AA-330 & SC.RA- Giles/ B.

AP.ZZ-0021) to determine Brammeier
adequacy/completeness of evaluating
overall ISI Program Health.
(AC IT #9)
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14.0 COMMUNICATIONS PLAN:

Lessons Learned to be Communication Plan Action Owner Due Date

Communicated

Shortcomings in technical human Provide a communication brief to the K. Colville 8/30/10
performance practices resulted in Nuclear Communications Department,
incomplete initial and subsequent for inclusion in Outlook. (ACIT #10)
ISI program plans; this coupled
with a lack of questioning attitude Review Root Cause Report and Lessons
by ISI inspectors resulted in the Learned at next TAC meeting to
failure to perform the required determine whether additional
ASME Section XI testing. Departmental corrective actions are L. Rajkowski 8/30/10

required. (ACIT #11)

Communicate organizational lessons
learned at Department Brief. L. Rajkowski 8/30/10
(ACIT #12)

Communicate the results of the Provide the root cause to the CFAM for
root cause to the appropriate the Functional Area of the group
individuals so lessons learned can sponsoring this Root Cause Evaluation to K. Colville 8/30/10
be communicated at Hope Creek review for applicability to the opposite

station and
Communicate the same to dte SFAM for
that station. (ACIT #13)
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Attachment I
Detailed Time Line of events leading to April 2010 event 1 :

FIRST INTERVAL REQUIREMENTS
First ISI Interval (Unit I & 2) applicable code is ASME Section XI 1974E-S78A
Per ASME SectionXI 1974E-S75A Class 3 buried piping requires a pressure drop test once every period
(IWD -2410 and IWD-2600)
A Hydrostatic test is also required for Class 3 buried piping once during the interval. (IWD-5200)

1977: Beginning of the Salem UI First ISI Interval
Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) developed the first interval long term plan for U1 Class I and 2
components. Contracted scope included components and systems subject to surface and volumetric exams.
The long term plan for visual exams (includes class 1, 2 and 3 piping) was developed by PSEG

1981: Beginning of the Salem U2 First ISI Interval
SwRI developed the first interval long term plan for U2 Class 1 and 2 components. Contracted scope
included components and systems subject to surface and volumetric exams. The long term plan for visual
exams (includes class 1, 2 and 3 piping) was developed by PSEG

1987: Hydrostatic test performed on Unit 1
Hydrostatic test is performed on 11/12/1987 as required by ASME Section XI 1974E-S75A for the 12 and 14
AFW lines buried piping (Orders 870321044 and 870324058). The pressure drop test failed so a permitted
alternative was performed successfully.

1988: Relief Request to use alternative Hydrostatic test method submitted for Unit 1
Relief Request submitted to use an alternative hydrostatic test method because the previous test failed. Relief
Request specifically discusses portions of the AFW piping. (Relief Request submitted because of open issue
from NRC resident Item # 272-87-32-01, Report # 272-87-32). Date submitted: June 6, 1988. Date approved:
March 11, 1991

1988: End of Unit I First Interval/ Beginning of the Salem UI Second ISI Interval

SECOND INTERVAL REQUIRMENTS- UNIT 1

1988: PSEG prepares Unit 1 Second Interval Long Term Plan Update
Developed by an Engineer in the ISI group who was unfamiliar with the program plan and had to rely
heavily on contract support. It was this engineer's first time doing this update. Class 3 Auxiliary Feed portion
of the buried piping was not identified as buried in the long term plan. The engineer was responsible for the
entire program update including parts which had, been performed by a contractor during the Is" interval.
However, the contractor's (SWRI) expertise was in Class 1 and 2 piping, not system pressure tests.

1991: Unit 2 Hydrostatic Test Program for Class I and 2 lAW Code Case N498 and SER (Docket No.
50-311) no longer required

1992: Hydrostatic test is performed on Unit 2
Test performed on 3/7/1992 as required by ASME Section XI 1974E-S75A for the 22 AFW line buried
piping (Order 900302162). The drop test failed so leakage in and leakage out were measured while
performing the hydrostatic test. No relief request was submitted for Unit 2 to use a different test
methodology.

1 Reference Attachment #5: Missed Opportunities matrix for details of ISI program manager turnover, VT-2

examinations and program audits.
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SECOND INTERVAL REQUIREMENTS- UNIT 2

1992: End of Unit 2 First Interval/ beginning of Unit 2 second interval
Developed by another Engineer in the IS group who was unfamiliar with the program plan and had to rely
heavily on contract support. It was this engineer's first time doing this update.
Class 3 Auxiliary Feed, portion of the buried piping was not identified as buried in the long term plan
The engineer was responsible for the entire program update including parts which had been performed by a
contractor during the 1i" interval. However, the contractor's (SWRI) expertise was in Class 1 and 2 piping,
not system pressure tests.

1994: HYDROSTATIC TEST NO LONGER REQUIRED FOR UNITS I & 2
SER received for code case N-498-1 (Docket Nos. 50-272, 50-311, and 50-354)
Hydrostatic tests for class 3 piping were no longer required

1995: Hydrostatic Test Program End: Group disbanded

1998: First dedicated ISI program manager (common to site). See Attachment #5: Missed
Opportunities Matrix for program manager turnover.

2001: End of Second Interval/ Beginning of Third ISI Interval for Unit 1

THIRD INTERVAL REQUIREMENTS FOR UNIT 1 & 2

2001: UNIT I LONG TERM PLAN FOR THIRD INTERVAL UPDATED DEVELOPED BY
CONTRACTOR
Class 3 Auxiliary Feed buried piping was not included as a separate item in the long term plan

2003: ISI System Pressure Testing Assessment performed by Contractor
Assessment focused on system pressure tests conducted for AFW Piping conducted by Innovative
Technology Solutions Corp. (ITS)

2003: Nuclear Operational Services Agreement (NOSA)

2003: ISI system pressure test self assessment performed by contractor.
It evaluated pressure testing on AFW buried piping. It did not mention any findings on missing pressure
tests.

2003: QUAL cards implemented for program manager position.

2003: End of second interval/ Beginning of Third ISI Interval for Unit 2

2003: LONG TERM PLAN FOR THIRD INTERVAL FOR UNIT 2 DEVELOPED BY
CONTRACTOR (ITS)

Class 3 AFW buried piping portion was not identified as buried in the long term plan

2010: IDENTIFIED MISSED SECTION XI PRESSURE TEST OF BURIED PIPING DURING
PROGRAM INSPECTION FOR UNIT 1

Piping was discovered to be below minimum wall thickness allowable and not have the required coating
4/9/10 Test data was reviewed related to the Unit I AFW corrosion
4/21/10 Notification 20459689 - Discovered missed section XI pressure test of Unit I and 2 buried piping.
The AFW piping has never been tested on a periodic basis.
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ATTACHMENT # 2 E&CFC
Root Cause Evaluation - Event & Causal Factor Chart. Order #70109827
The required ASME Section XI Pressure Testing for the buried Auxiliary Feedwater piping was not performed.
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ATTACHMENT #3
BARRIER ANALYSIS

FAILED OR INEFFECTIVE HOW BARRIER FAILED WlY BARRIER FAILED CORRECTIVE ACTION TO RESTORE
BARRIER BARRIER TO EFFECTiVNESS

Latent shortcomings in technical human Personnel did not identify that The long term plans developed (CAPR #1)
performance practices. the buried AFW Piping required by contractors were not reviewed (CAPR #2)

different testing methods every 3 in sufficient detail by the ISI (CRCA #9)
1/3 years in the first, second, or program manager. (ACIT 116)
third interval long term plans.

Communication between groups working This information was not passed Lack of communication between (CRCA #7)
under the ISI program manager. on to PSE&G implementing the "Hydro" group and the (CRCA #9)

personnel performing the periodic examination personnel.
periodic examinations.

ISI Program manager's knowledge of The Class 3 Auxiliary Feed Updates were completed by (CAPR #1)
program requirements. piping was not identified as contractors with review by ISI

buried in the long term plan. personnel inexperienced with
program updates.

Questioning attitude and attention to By not recognizing the AFW Lack of a questioning attitude (ACIT #1)
detail of IS1 program implementers. piping was buried in a certain and attention to detail by (ACIT #2)

area and would require a special inspection personnel and the (ACIT #3)
test. AFW piping not being (CRCA #1)

specifically addressed in the (CRCA #4)
procedure. (CRCA #5)

Audits of the ISI system pressure test Buried piping was not part of the Buried piping was not (ACIT #5)
program. focus area specifically addressed in the

Audit plan.

Assessments of ISI system pressure test The buried AFW piping was not Over confidence by the assessor. (CRCA #1)
program. specifically addressed in the The results of the program (CRCA #4)

assessment scope. review were benchmarked (CRCA #5)
against the assessment lead's

knowledge of similar industry
programs and utilities as well as
current activities and initiatives
within the governing regulations,
codes, and standards.
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ATTACHMENT #4
TASK ANALYSIS

SC.RA-IS.ZZ-0006(Q) Rev 3 VT-2 SYSTEM LEAKAGE VISUAL EXAMINATION FOR NUCLEAR CLASS
1, 2, AND 3 SYSTEMS

2.2.1 Work Packages to be used in performing examinations The P&ID was not reviewed in sufficient detail to
have been reviewedand any supporting documents, Work identify that a portion of the AFW line was buried.
Order(s), System P&IDs and other information as appropriate Drawing 205236 sheet 001 clearly identifies a portion of
are included in the work package. the AFW line as "Yard" piping. A questioning attitude

was not cultivated during the VT-2 exam walk downs
which should have identified a portion of the pipe as
buried when comparing the P&ID to the field.

5.3.4 Perform system pressure test per Work Order, as The AFW line was never noted to be buried in any of the
directed by the Inspection & Test Supervisor designee, and exam data sheets on file. The procedure clearly states that
the following guidelines: a pressure drop test or change in flow measurement is

D. In systems where the buried components are isolable by required for buried portions of piping. No portions of the
means of valves, the examination shall be performed: AFW line were identified to be buried in the exam data •

sheets for all periodic pressure tests. The requirements for
o By determining the rate of pressure loss, or the change in the buried portion of the system pressure test were also

flow between the ends of the buried components, not identified as stated in the procedure for VT-2

Examinations. The connection was never made that the
AFW line was buried and that it required a different type
of pressure test.

5.6.1 Exam Coordinator, PERFORM the following: A thorough review of the examination package could

A. Review completed examination packages to ensure all have noted that a portion of the AFW line as denoted as
areas have been examined and areas which were not examined "yard" piping in the P&ID. The exam coordinator could

have been identified and incorporated into new examination have implemented a questioning attitude when

packages. performing the review of the examination package.
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ATTACHMENT #5

MISSED OPPORTUNITIES

VT-2 insoections
Year Unit
1993 Unit 2

Unit 1
1994 Unit 2
1995 Unit 2
1999 Unit 1
2000 Unit 2
2002 Unit 1
2005 Unit 1
2007 Unit 1
2008 Unit 1
2009 Unit 2

Program Managers
Year Details

1998-2000 first dedicated PM- common PM
2001-2006 common PM

2006 position vacant for 6 months
2006-2007 new PM, dedicated to Salem
2007-2008 new PM

2008-present new PM

Year Audit Overall Summary Pressure Testing Relevant Corrective Actions CA effectiveness

1996 Audit ft 96-011 The assessment Assessment was An identified corrective action Two action requests
Inservice identified 4 areas for conducted through was to improve the ISI group's were generated to
Inspection improvement: review and reluctance to initiate an action address these findings
Program, improvements in comparison of request for programmatic A.R 00960322146 and
Salem & Hope procedures and procedure deficiencies. AR 009603212. The
Creek programmatic requirements and response to AR
Generating maintenance, ASME XI Sections 00960322146 was
Stations contractor oversight IWA, IWB, IWC found acceptable by

and control, and IWD. A the Salem QV Group
corrective action sample of Reference CRQV, 02.
programmatic usage completed system AR 00960321219
and communication pressure tests were could not be located
of management's selected for review in the data base. The
expectations, and assessed to Root Cause team,

determine the QV, and records
adequacy of management

inspection, results, performed searches. It
and documentation. is possible that this
The audit team AR was rejected or
reviewed the ISI not processed. If that
Group's inservice is the case no record

system pressure would exist.
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testing examination
procedures and
Maintenance
Department's
Repair
Replacement
pressure test
procedures. The
procedures were
found to meet the
requirements of
ASME XI and
contained sufficient
guidance to
conduct
inspections.

1998 Nuclear
Business Unit
Inservice
Inspection and
Engineering
Reorganization
Audit 98-011

The audit determined
that the IS] group has
been performing self-
assessments; however
they have not been
done in accordance
with a formal
program. The team
reviewed the ISI
group's informal self-
assessments activities
from the preceding
15 months. The
group was a part of
either the
maintenance or
engineering
organizations.
Although
maintenance and
engineering have
established self-
assessment programs,
both failed to include
ISI as part of their
self-assessment
population. As a
result, self-
assessments and
corrective actions
performed to address
problems identified
during these self-
assessments were not
tracked, trended or
entered into the
corrective action
program.

The audit team
reviewed a
contractor's
assessment of
System Pressure
Test Program. The
team determined
that the contractor's
assessment was
thorough and
comprehensive.
However the audit
team noted that the
group did not
create tracking
mechanisms to fix
any of the thirty-
two program
recommendations,

Three instances of initially
ineffective corrective actions
were identified: the allocation
table printout had missing
data; the Salem I Long Term
Plan (LTP) was not updated in
accordance with the
programmatic standard; and
ASME B-F welds in Salem
LTP manual were not updated.
The resolution of other
concerns identified during the
previous audit was not timely.
However, considering the
significance of the issues, ISI
workload, and available ISI
resources the scheduled
completion dates are adequate.

There were no
corrective action tasks
assigned to this
condition. As noted,
"However,
considering the
significance of the
issues, ISI workload,
and available ISI
resources the
scheduled completion
dates are adequate."
No further action or
follow up was
necessary for this
observation
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2001 PSEG Nuclear
LLC QA
Assessment
Report 2001-
0285

Minor administrative
deficiencies were
identified where the
Long Term Plans
were not updated
when Code Case
information changed
and Relief Requests
were approved,
withdrawn or denied.
The Salem Unit I
LTP was reviewed.

QA reviewed
Pressure Testing
exempti6ns
identified in the
inspection plans for
Salem 1, Interval 3;
Salem 2, Interval 2.
The review was
made to verify that
the exemption
criteria was
consistent with the
Code Edition and
addenda required
by IOCFR 50.55a
for each plant.
Based upon this
review it was
concluded that the
exemption criteria
was consistent with
the required Code
editions and
addenda, No issues
identified.

Audit team recommended a
program enhancement to
maintain a book or file that
contains all relief requests,
with supporting approval
documentation, filed by relief
request number.

The books were
developed.

-I. I * I I
2006 Salem Audit

NOSA-SLM-
06-07 SAP #
80090367

Based on interviews,
document reviews,
and ISI examination
record reviews the
team concluded the
inservice Inspection
meets expectations,
with three
deficiencies and no
enhancements
identified. The
deficiencies (1) RHR
Spring Can Hanger
VT-3 Examinations;
(2) Changes made to
the Risk Informed ISI
Program were
incomplete, and
evaluation of the
changes could not be
located; and (3)
Tables in the ISI
Basis Document were
not consistent with
the same table in the
ISI Program Long
Term Plan.

Not in scope of
Audit

No relevant issued identified.

2008 NOSPA-SS- Based on the results Not in scope of Review of ISI Program Plan Procedure revision
08-IQ of the assessment, Audit determined the plan was not was made to change

NOS has concluded revised at least annually as the frequency of the
that the Station is required by program update to periodically
vulnerable in the area procedure. There were nine instead of annually.
of incomplete separate pen and ink changes
documentation and added to the plan and it has
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annual program plan been approximately 4 years
update and it could since the last revision
be expected that the (20359640).
NRC might find
similar issues during
their upcoming
inspection.

2007 Salem Focused The focus of this FASA noted that Not all PSEG procedures with All operations
Area Self assessment was the Pressure Test Exelon equivalents have been associated with
Assessment transition to the Procedure ER-AA- deleted resulting in two sets of NOTF's20337886i700
(FASA) report, Exelon procedure. 335-015 allows use active procedures for the same 74667 and
Exelon The conclusions of of site specific subject matter. (NOTF# 20337903/70074688
ISUINDE the assessment were procedures in lieu 20337886 - ISI procedures, have been completed.
Procedure that the current of it and the NOTF# 20337903 - NDE In addition, A review
Transition conduct of Inservice procedures are procedures) was made of the
Effectiveness; Inspection (ISI) similar in their IDDEAL data sheets
SAP 70067554 program and Non generic guidance associated with all the

Destructive such that either Surface and Visual
Examination (NDE) procedure would Examination
activities is generally meet the intent of procedures used by
consistent with the the other, but there the Outage Services
Exelon programmatic was a breakdown NDE Group. This
and implementing in communication review was to assure
procedures (ER-AA- about which that all the governing
330-xxx and ER-AA- procedures should procedures and code
335-xxx series be used for forms requirements were
procedures and and generic captured on these
T&RMs). guidance. Several reports. One area was

recommendations identified was the
were made by the documenting of
team to improve illumination checks
the performance on the data sheets.
going forward in This was idenitified in
implementing these order 70105644 act
procedures and 0080 and is being
forms and ensure tracked in order
procedure 70107436 act 0010.
compliance.

2009 Hope Creek The conclusions of Not in scope of It was identified that the Procedure OU-AA-
Focused Area the assessment Audit evaluation and reporting 335-018 was revised
Self revealed that the responsibility of the making the position
Assessment overall performance Responsible Individual (RI) of Responsible
(FASA) report, of ISI program was has not been adequately Individual (RI). The
Hope Creek found to meet documented. Code relies on RI position is
Containment Expectations. The an engineer, identified as a associated with
Inservice team identified three Responsible Individual for inspections of metal
Inspection (3) deficiencies, and development, implementation containment's and RE
Program nine (9) and evaluation of the program is associated with the
(CISI); SAP recommendations. and examination results. A inspection of concrete
70095692 The deficiencies review of datasheets containments. All

centered around associated with visual operations in Order
responsibilities of the inspections of the HC 70095692 have been
Responsible Containment revealed that completed except for
Individual (RI), certain datasheets were not 0150 to "Perform a
adequacy of details completed with enough closure review as per
and completeness of information to adequately 4.6.7 of LS-AA-126-
NDE data reports, address or define the 1001 of this SAP
and document control inspections being performed, order for the above
of various program All these deficiencies and focused area self-
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support drawings. performance improvemnent
recommendations are being
tracked toward completion in
operations under order number
70095692.

assessment following
the process outlined
in LS-AA-126, Sell-
Assessment Program,
and LS-AA- 126-
1001, Focused Area
Self-Assessments."
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ATTACHMENT #6
External OPEX



(b)(4)

.' I-
NRC

Inspection
Reports Date Plant Issue Antalysis

The inspectors identified a Green Non-Cited Violation

NRC (NCV) of 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4) for failure to perform
INTEGRATED periodic leakage testing of buried piping sections of the
INTECRTION Failure to perform RN (raw water) system as required by Section X1 of the
INSPECTION periodic leakage testing of ASME Code for the second 10-year IS] interval for Units

2008 Catawba buried piping sections 1 and 2.
050004 13/2007 during previous Although this report pertains to failure to perform leakage005 AND

05000414/2007 inspection interval, test in accordance with IWA-5244, implementing
corrective actions based on these issues would not have

005 facilitated identification of the buried AFW piping

I segments.
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NRC
IDENTIFICATI
ON AND
RESOLUTION
OF
PROBLEMS
INSPECTION
REPORT

'05000321/2007
006 AND
05000366/2007
006

2007
Edwin I.
Hatch

An NRC-identified Green
non-cited violation of 10
CFR 50.55a(g)(4) for the
failure to perform periodic
leakage testing of buried
piping sections of the
High Pressure Coolant
Injection (HPCI) and
Standby Diesel Service
Water (SBDSW) systems
as required by Section X1
of the ASME Code for the
third 10-year In-service
Inspection (ISI) interval.
During the Unit 2
refueling outage in
February 2007, NRC
inspectors identified that
the licensee had not
performed the required
periodic pressure drop test
or change in flow rate test
for buried portions of the
HPCI and SBDSW
systems piping during the
third IS] interval in
accordance with the 1989
Edition of Section XI,
Article IWA-5244. The
licensee was committed to
this Code Edition for the
third IS] interval. This
Code required testing was
for buried piping that was
non-redundant and
isolable.

Prior to the discovery by NRC inspectors, the licensee
had incorrectly considered the buried portions of HPCI
and SBDSW systems to be redundant and isolable, a
classification which would have exempted them from
testing. Since the third ISI interval ended December 3 1,
2005, it was unclear if the licensee was within the grace
period to request relief from this requirement which, if
granted, would have alleviated the Code requirement.
Subsequent to the February outage, the licensee
concluded that they were unable to request relief and that
there was no avenue' to reconcile this missed examination.
The licensee has included this Code requirement in their
fourth 10-year ISI interval testing program. Although this
report pertains to failure to perform leakage test in
accordance with IWA-5244, implementing corrective
actions based on these issues would not have facilitated
identification of the buried AFW piping segments.

NTEGRATED
INSPECTION
REPORT
05000269/2007
005,
05000270/2007
005,
05000287/2007
005

2008 Oconee

10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4)
requires, in part, that
components classified as
ASME Code Class IIl
must meet the
requirements set forth in
Section XI of the ASME
Code. The 1998 Edition
of Section XI, Article
IWA-5244, "Buried
Components", requires
that in non-redundant
systems where the buried
components are isolable
by means of valves, the
visual examination for
leakage (VT-2) shall
consist of a leakage test
that determines the rate of
pressure loss.
Alternatively, the test may
deternine the change in
flow between the ends of
the buried components.

Contrary to the above, the licensee had not met these
requirements during their third ISI interval which ended
in 2005. The licensee recently identified this issue in their
corrective action program as PIP 0-07-06007. The
licensee generated corrective actions to identify all code
class buried piping and update the tSI program in order to
support testing of the affected piping. This finding is of
very low safety significance because it was not a design
or qualification deficiency resulting in a loss of
operability, did not represent an actual loss of a safety
function, did not result in exceeding a TS allowed outage
time, and did not affect external event mitigation.
Although this report pertains to failure to perform leakage
test in accordance with IWA-5244, implementing
corrective actions based on these issues would not have
facilitated identification of the buried AFW piping
segments.
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2007

INTEGRATED
INSPECTION
REPORT
05000250/2007
004 AND
05000251/2007
004

Turkey
Point

The inspectors identified a
Green non-cited violation
(NCV) of 10 CFR
50.55a(g)(4) having very
low safety significance for
failure to perform periodic
leakage testing of buried
piping sections of the
ICW system as required
by Section XI of the
ASME Code for the third
10-year ISI interval for
Units 3 and 4.

The inspectors identified that the licensee had not
performed the required periodic pressure drop test or
change in flow rate test for buried piping portions of the
ICW system during the third 10-year ISI interval for Units
3 and 4 in accordance with the 1989 Edition of the ASME
Coode, Section XI, Article IWA-5244. Both units are
currently in the fourth IS1 interval and the one-year period
allowed to submit for regulatory relief following the third
interval had expired at the time of this inspection. The
failure to perform the requirements of IWA-5244
constitutes a violation of the ASME Code. The Code
required testing for buried piping that is isolable by means
of valves. The licensee had not performed this leakage
testing because they did not consider the butterfly
isolation valves in the system to be sufficient for use as
isolation valves.
Although this report pertains to failure to perform leakage
test in accordance with IWA-5244, implementing
corrective actions based on these issues would not have
facilitated identification of the buried AFW piping
segments.
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ATTACHMENT #7
Root Cause Investigation Charter

ORDER / NOTIFICATION NUMBER:
70109827

SPONSORING MANAGERS:
Len Rajkowski- Director, Salem Engineering
Devon Price - Manager, Outage Services

QUALIFIED ROOT CAUSE INVESTIGATOR:
Kerry Colville- Manager, Salem Engineering Programs (Root Cause Lead).

TEAM INVESTIGATOR(S):
Tim Giles - SA ISI Program Manager
William Treston - Outage Services
Bill Brammeier - HC ISI Program Manager
Ed Maloney - Engineering Services, Programs (ISI)
Dan Maxey - SA Programs Engineering
Erin West - Licensing
Sam Speer- License Renewal
Connor Lynch- Operations
Harry Smith- Exelon Peer (ISI)

SCOPE:
On April 21, 2010, it was identified that the surveillance for in-service pressure testing of buried piping in the
Auxiliary Feedwater (AF) System was not performed.

The Root cause will evaluate the following aspects of the event and identify corrective actions to prevent
reoccurrence:

Missed Section Xl Pressure Testing for Buried Piping for the Auxiliary Feedwater system:
o Evaluate why the Section XI pressure testing for Buried Piping for the Auxiliary Feedwater system was

not conducted or Relief Request submitted.
o Evaluate why the previous examinations that had been conducted on the Auxiliary Feedwater system did

not identify that portions of the piping system were buried.
o Evaluate whether ISI is in compliance with the Operational Excellence Model (OEM) with respect to

Organization Structures and Roles and Responsibilities.
o Evaluate if enough key program guidance is being given to inspection personnel to conduct inspections.
o Review response to 2007 Violation on Missed Relief Requests
o Review ISI Program Health Procedures and Indicators (ER-AA-330 & SC.RA-AP.ZZ-0021) to

determine adequacy/completeness of evaluating overall ISI Program Health.
o Review 2007 Salem ISI FASA (70067554) and 2009 Hope Creek Containment ISI FASA (70095692) to

determine if there was a missed opportunity to identify areas that needed improvement.
o Evaluate if Documentation Management/Record retention is being adequately implemented.
o Evaluate CAP effectiveness for these issues if identified previously.

Extent of Conditions:
o Determine Extent of Condition for other Buried Piping which falls under the Section XI requirements

including verifying proper inspection methodologies.
o Review Boundary Drawings for adequacy.
o Evaluate if the ISI 10 year updates were complete including Relief Requests
o Review past Owner Activity Reports to determine if revisions are required.
o Communicate results with Hope Creek.
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INTERIM CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:
For the Missed Section XI Pressure Testing on Aux Feed Buried Pipe: Salem Unit I piping was replaced and tested
to code requirements prior to being placed in service. A risk assessment was approved to demonstrate that when the
surveillance is extended to the start of the next Salem Unit 2 refueling outage, the risk increase is negligible. A
Relief Request is in the process of being considered. Extent of condition was evaluated for Salem U I and U2 Service
Water piping.

ROOT CAUSE REPORT MILESTONES:
Event Date: 04/21/10
Screening Date: 04/28/10
Charter Prepared: 04/29/10
Charter Briefing to MRC: 04/30/10
Final Team Assignments: 04/30/10
Team Kickoff: 04/30/10
Two Week Update: 05/14/10
Sponsoring Managers Approval: 06/14/10
Final Root Cause Investigation Due Date: 06/14/10
Presentation to MRC: 06/28/10
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Attachment #8
Summary of Responses to RC Charter Items

o Evaluate why the Section XI pressure testing for Buried Piping for the Auxiliary Feedwater system was not
conducted or Relief Request submitted.

Lack of overall ISI program intrusiveness and ineffective assessments allowed gaps in technical human
performance (rigor) to go undetected since plant start up.

o Evaluate why the previous examinations that had been conducted on the Auxiliary Feedwater system did not
identify that portions of the piping system were buried.

Procedures used to complete VT-2 examinations during system pressure tests of AFW piping were not
followed with sufficient technical rigor or attention to detail.
PSEG has historically relied heavily on the use of vendors to develop ISI Programs at both Hope Creek
and Salem. The result was less than adequate oversight and review (V&V) of their products.

0 Evaluate whether ISI is in compliance with the Operational Excellence Model (OEM) with respect to
Organization Structures and Roles and Responsibilities.

ISI is in compliance with the OEM, however an "interface agreement" between the Outage Services
NDE Group and ISI Programs engineering will be developed to better define roles and responsibilities.

0 o Evaluate if enough key program guidance is being given to inspection personnel to conduct inspections.
Not enough guidance was provided. The AFW line was never noted to be buried in any of the exam data
sheets on file. No portions of the AFW line were identified to be buried in the exam data sheets for all
periodic pressure tests. A questioning attitude was also not cultivated during the VT-2 exam walk downs
which should have identified a portion of the pipe as buried. Pressure test procedures will be revised to
highlight the buried portions of piping systems at both Salem and Hope Creek. Pressure test diagrams
will also be revised.

o Review response to 2007 Violation on Missed Relief Requests
Reference 70068999 late submittal of an ISI relief request. Activity 0010 was dispositioned, approved,
and peer reviewed by Reg Assurance. Activity 0020 determined that the extent of condition was isolated
to this event by Reg assurance. All corrective actions are closed

o Review ISI Program Health Procedures and Indicators (ER-AA-330 & SC.RA-AP.ZZ-0021) to determine
adequacy/completeness of evaluating overall IS[ Program Health.

At this time the ISI Program Healthreport does not reflect issues with implementation. ACIT #X was
written to Review ISI Program Health Procedures and Indicators (ER-AA-330 & SC.RA-AP.ZZ-0021)
to determine adequacy/completeness of evaluating overall ISI Program Health.

o Review 2007 Salem ISI FASA (70067554) and 2009 Hope Creek Containment ISI FASA (70095692) to
determine if there was a missed opportunity to identify areas that needed improvement.

Salem 2007. Not all PSEG procedures with Exelon equivalents were deleted resulting in two sets of
active procedures for the same subject matter. These procedures have been resolved reference 70074667
and 70074688.
Hope Creek 2009. It was identified that the evaluation and reporting responsibility of the Responsible
Individual (RI) has not been adequately documented. In addition data sheets did not contain enough
information to adequately address or define the inspections being performed. All these deficiencies and
performance improvement recommendations are complete under order number 70095692 with the
exception of the closure review.

o Evaluate if Documentation Management/Record retention is being adequately implemented.
Documentation Management/Record retention is being adequately implemented. This was shown by
locating all the records or objective evidence necessary for this RCE

o Evaluate CAP effectiveness for these issues if identified previously.
Issues identified in the CAP associated with this RCE have been adequately addressed and are effective
at this time. Reference CA Effectiveness in the RCE
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Attachment #9
RC Quality Checklist

A. Critical Content Attributes YES NO

1. Is the condition that requires resolution adequately and accurately X
identified?

2. Are inappropriate actions and equipment failures (causal factors) X
identified?

3. Are the causes accurately identified, including root causes and X
contributing causes?

4. Are there corrective actions to prevent recurrence identified for each root
cause and do they tie DIRECTLY to the root cause? AND, are there X
corrective actions for contributing cause and do they tie DIRECTLY to the
contributing cause?

5. Have the root cause analysis techniques been appropriately used and X
documented?

6. Was an Event and Causal Factors Chart properly prepared? X

7. Does the report adequately and accurately address the extent of condition
in accordance with the guidance provided in Attachment 4 of LS-AA-1 25- X
1003?

8. Does the report adequately and accurately address plant specific risk X
consequences?

9. Does the report adequately and accurately address behavioral, X
programmatic and organizational issues?

10. Have previous similar events been evaluated? Has an Operating
Experience database search been performed to determine useful lessons X
learned or insights for development of CAs?

11. If required, does the report adequately address the NRC's Safety Culture
Components in accordance with the guidance provided in Aft. 20 & 21?

B. Important Content Attributes

1. Are all of the important facts included in the report? X

2. Does the report explain the logic used to arrive at the conclusions? X

3. If appropriate, does the report explain what root causes were
considered, but eliminated from further consideration and the bases for X
their elimination from consideration?

4. Does the report identify contributing causes, if applicable? X

5. Is it clear what conditions the corrective actions are intended to create? X

6. Are there unnecessary corrective actions that do not address the root X
causes or contributing causes?

7. Is the timing for completion of each corrective action commensurate
with the importance or risk associated with the issue?
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C. Miscellaneous Items YES NO

1. Did -an individual who is qualified in Root Cause Analysis prepare the X
report?

2. Does the Executive Summary adequately and accurately describe the
significance of the event, the event sequence, root causes, corrective X
actions, reportability, and previous events?

3. Do the corrective actions include an effectiveness review for corrective X
actions to prevent recurrence?

4. Were ALL corrective actions entered and verified to be in Action X
Tracking?

5. Are the format, composition, and rhetoric acceptable (grammar, X
typographical errors, spelling, acronyms, etc.)?

6. Have the trend codes been added or adjusted in SAP to match the X
investigation results?

7. Has entire Root Cause Evaluation report been sent to records? X
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